
 

Kaspersky Lab sponsors publication of new SecuREview
magazine

Kaspersky Lab, a leading developer of secure content management solutions, is acting as sponsor for the new IT security
magazine SecuREview. The independent, non-profit quarterly edition aims to raise awareness of IT security issues among
the wider public by actively targeting users in all segments of the market.

SecuREview covers the whole spectrum of IT security, focusing on the very latest burning issues. The News section will
offer reports on the latest developments, as well as the results of groundbreaking research and expert opinions, which in
many respects determine the future of IT security technologies. Analysis of the most important events in the industry will
appear in the Report section. The main theme of each edition will be captured in Top Story, a section devoted to the most
significant events and trends in the IT security industry. The Analytics section will offer insightful articles by renowned
experts, while Forecasts looks to future developments in threats and protection measures. The Interview section will offer
readers a chance to find out the views and opinions of authoritative specialists on various threat and IT security issues.

Read - and be informed

SecuREview specialises in publishing articles by well-known experts who have extensive knowledge and experience of
working in the IT domain. The magazine not only targets IT specialists, technical managers and security specialists but all
users with an interest in computer security.

"We have always supported interesting and informative projects in the IT security sphere," says Costin Raiu, director of
Kaspersky Lab's Global Research and Analysis Team. "Very early in the company's existence we realised that education is
one of the most important links in the security chain, and without educating users, administrators and CTOs, this chain
would be incomplete. Supporting a specialised, high-quality publication that informs a diverse audience of the current
threats and IT security trends is another logical step in this direction."

SecuREview is an English-language magazine published in PDF format for convenient viewing and printing. If you would
like to view or download this magazine, go to secureviewmag.com/.
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